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it's the new naming convention for adobe products. some customers are experiencing a delayed registration of acrobat
when reinstalling or upgrading. there's nothing you can do about it. don't be frustrated. take your time and complete the
registration process in the shortest amount of time possible. with the october 2018 update, versions of creative cloud and
document cloud are only available if deployed via named user licensing. on november 30, 2019, many customers will also
be affected by expiring serial numbers. to avoid interruption and to access the latest versions of the apps, customers must
migrate to named user licensing. for more detail, see the announcement. 1. with frl, the software is supplied with a digital
certificate (certificate of compliance). this license is not assigned to an individual user but instead to a group and is only
valid for a specific group. the group license is assigned to a limited group of users and is not valid for users outside of that
group. 2. the software must be installed on computers within a corporate network that are assigned to the group. users
can be assigned to groups either via active directory groups or via self-selected computers. active directory users can be
added to frl groups via a group policy setting. at the time of release of the product, you can download a pkcs #12
certificate signing certificate from the admin console. the certificate is generated by adobe and is for frl and named user
licenses. the certificates are shipped as an.acrl file and expire at the end of the term. you can download the android and
ios apps from google and apple’s app store respectively. a default account is created and assigned to the app. this account
is the same as the one used for the adobe id used for online service access. this is the same account used for all other
service-enabled products. note the following:
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adobe 13 - download for adobe professional and standard version 13 and serial key available here - the serial numbers
provided as a part of the download may only be used by customers who legitimately purchased cs7 or acrobat 7 and need

to maintain their current use of these products. (can download by using any adobe id to sign in - not just the adobe id it
was purchased under) adobe 14 - download for adobe professional and standard version 14 and serial key available here -
the serial numbers provided as a part of the download may only be used by customers who legitimately purchased cs8 or
acrobat 7 and need to maintain their current use of these products. (can download by using any adobe id to sign in - not
just the adobe id it was purchased under) adobe 15 - download for adobe professional and standard version 15 and serial

key available here - the serial numbers provided as a part of the download may only be used by customers who
legitimately purchased cs9 or acrobat 7 and need to maintain their current use of these products. (can download by using

any adobe id to sign in - not just the adobe id it was purchased under) if you are planning on reinstalling or transferring
adobe acrobat to a new computer but can't find the serial number, this could be quite troublesome. but take it easy. as

long as adobe acrobat has been installed on your computer, the serial number has been stored in your windows registry.
you can't do without the serial number while you install, reinstall, or activate adobe acrobat (9/x/xi pro) or other versions

of acrobat. if you are planning on reinstalling or transferring adobe acrobat to a new computer but can't find the serial
number, this could be quite troublesome. but take it easy. as long as adobe acrobat has been installed on your computer,

the serial number has been stored in your windows registry. 5ec8ef588b
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